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Abstract:

As for now cloud computing is concerned it has emerged as the new platform for delivering or hosting the services over interne t. As 

for as cloud computing is concerned it has attracted many business owners the requirement for users to plan ahead of provisioning and 

allow enterprises to attain more resources while starting from small resources whenever there is rise in service demand. However 

despite the fact that cloud computing is providing the large opportunities to the informat ion and technology industry . We may say the 

development of cloud computing technology is at its beginning now. There are lot of issues that are still to be addressed. in this paper 

I will present a survey of cloud computing, also highlighting its key features and concepts, architecture principles  state of implement 

as well as  research challenges. The aim of this paper is to provide better understanding for design challenges of cloud computing and 

identify important research direction in this regard as this is an increasing area  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

With the rapid development of processing and storage and the 

success of internet, cloud  a computing has become cheaper now 

on. With this technology trend we are able to realize the new 

cloud computing model Called as cloud computing in which we 

generally use the resources  Such as central processing unit and 

storage we generally provide the utilit ies that can be leased and 

ease by users over internet in an on demand fashion. Generally 

in cloud computing environment the role of service provider is 

basically divided into two parts. One is the infrastructure that 

manages the cloud platforms and service provider. Second one is 

that the provider who rent resources from one or more or many 

infrastructure providers to serve the end users. With the 

emergence of cloud computing, there has lot of effect or impact 

of cloud computing on the information and technology(IT) 

industry over the past few years  large companies such as 

Google, yahoo, Amazon, Microsoft strive to provide more 

powerful, reliable and co-efficient  cloud platforms, and business 

enterprises seek to reshape their business models to gain benefit 

from this new parad igm. In fact cloud computing provide many 

features that make it attractive to business owners. 

 

1).Easy access: All the services that are hosted in the cloud are 

generally web based. therefore it is easy for user to access the 

services just he should have any mobile devices with internet 

connection. one more features is that they are platform 

independent i.e they  are running over all devices whether it is 

our desktop, laptop computers, cell phones etc[1]. 

 

2). Scalable: in scalable the providers generally pool the data 

from data centers and make them easy to access for user[3]. 

Service provider can easily increase its services in order to 

handle the rapid the rapid increase in the service demands. That 

is why such model is also sometimes termed as surge computing 

[2]. 

3). Lower costthe best feature of cloud computing is that it can 

make it easy for user by rapidly allocating or de-allocating of 

resources on demand. Hence the service provider no longer 

needs the provision[3] capacit ies according to the load provided 

that is why we call it peak load. This provides huge savings as 

resources can released on operating cost whenever service 

demand is low[5]. 

 

4). Reducing risks and expenses: by outsourcing the service 

infrastructure to theclouds, generally the service provider shifts 

the business risks such as hardware failure to infrastructure 

providers, because infrastructures often gave better expertise and 

are theyare better equipped to manages these risks in addition to 

his a provier can cut down the hardware maintaince and staff 

costs.  

 

II. LITERATURE S URVEY 

 

As we see that cloud computing is arising idea that is still under 

examination and investment however the idea of cloud 

computing is not new one. John McCarthy  in 1960”s already 

reasoned that computing facilit ies will be provided to the general 

public like utility. In 1960’s  the term “cloud ”was often used in 

the context of describing the large ATM networks. However it 

was after Google’s CEO Eric Schmidt used the word to describe 

the business model of providing the service across the internet in 

2006. Thereafter the term really started gaining the popularity. It 

was since then the term ”cloud” computing is widely used in 

context to the business that is used even now to represent 

different ideas that we have. Since not having the standard 

definit ion of cloud computing has not only created market hype 

but also the fair amount of criticis m and confusion. Because of 

this reason there is lot of work done on standard Of definition of 

cloud computing. As for example the work is compared to the 20 

standard definitions .in this we will adopt the definition that is 

given by Indian institute of  standards of technology(NIST)  
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NIST Definition of cloud computing: “cloud computing is the 

model for enabling convenient,On demand network access to 

a sheared pool of configurable computing resources(e.g., 

networks, servers, storage, applications, and services) that 

can rapidly provisioned and released with minimal 

management effort or service provider interaction[1].  

While most of us are unaware of cloud computing, but this is not 

the new technology rather researches and precepts on cloud 

computing were already perceived in 1960. That is why there are 

lots of researches yet proceed on this era of technology. We can 

generally say  we are bringing new technologies and models to 

enhance the already existing technologies so that we can run 

business in another way indeed most of technologies that we are 

using on cloud computing such as  virtualization and utility 

based pricing is not new instead  cloud computing use these 

existing technologies to meet the technical  Cloud computing is 

often compared to the following technologies, each of share 

certain aspects of cloud computing. 

 

1). Grid computing: grid computing is distributed computing 

paradigm that coordinates with resources to achieve the common 

computational objectives. Initially the development of grid 

computing was originally used in scientific applicatons which 

were  usally computation intense [3]. Moreover cloud computing 

is similar to the grid computing as it employes distributed 

resources. 

 

2).Utility computing: utility computing represents the model for 

providing resources on demand and changing customers those 

are based on usage rather than a flate rate because the realization 

of utility computing. That is why it adopts he utility based bases 

scheme entirely because of economic reasons[4]. 

 

3). Autonomic computing: the term of auto computing was 

initially coined international business machines (IBM’s) in 2001, 

autonomic computing aims to build a computing which are 

capable of self procomisation of all self management. what self 

managements actually mean is to provide the internal and 

external observation without the assessment of human 

intervention.  One more goal of the autonomic provisioning is  to 

provide the autonoms system[3]. and economical requirements 

of today demand for informat ion technology[3].  

 

Cloud computing  architecture: a layered model of cloud 

computing Generally we can d ivide the arch itecture of cloud 

computing  environment into four d ifferent layers these are: 

a) Hardware 

b) Data centre layer 

c) The infrastructure layer 

d) The platform and the application layer 

 

A)The hardware layer: this layer is responsible for man aging 

the physical resources of the cloud that includes the power, 

routers, switches, physical servers, and cooling system. Usually 

the hardware is typically implemented at the data centers. The 

data centers are basically the thousand of the servers that are 

connected mutually and are organized in  racks and 

interconnected with switches, routers and other fabrics. therefore 

are various issues that are related to the hardware layer that 

includes hardware configuration, fault tolerance, traffic 

management and the other is cooling resources. 

B)The infrastructure layer: we also called this layer as 

virtualizat ion layer, the main function of this layer is to create 

pool of computing and storage resources by simply partitioning 

resources using virtualization .the various technologies include 

Xen and KVM. This layer is important component of cloud 

computing, there are various features  such as, dynamic resource 

assignment,these are only available by using virtualization 

technique. 

 

C)The platform layer:this layer is generally built on the top of 

infrastructure layer,theplateform layer consists of operating 

systems and application frameworks. the basic purpose of this 

layer is to minimize the burden of putting applications directly 

on VM containers. example Google app  engine operates on the 

platform layer that directly provide to API support to 

implementing storage, database and business logic of web 

applications[5]. 

 

 
Here are various issues that are watched about while moving an 

enterprise application into the cloud environment for example 

some providers are mainly focused on lowering the total 

operational cost while others are generally concerned about the 

the high relabity and the security on this base there are various 

types of clouds that are available nowadays these are: 

 

1). Public clouds: we generally describe the public clod as the 

one in which the providers provide their service to general 

public. There are various benefits of public cloud to users and 

also it gives various benefits to the providers as well these 

benefits include no initial capital investment on infrastructure 

and shifting of risks to infrastructure providers. However it has 

disadvantages too as it lack gained control over data, network 

and security settings that lacks their effect iveness in many 

business scenarios[3]. 

 

2). Private clouds: private clouds are also called as internal 

clouds, private clouds are designed for the use of specific 

organization. private clouds are specifically built and managed 

by the organization  or internal providers. A private cloud offers 

highest degree of control of ov er all performance, reliability, 

and security[4]. 
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3). Hybrid clouds : it is the combination of public cloud and 

private cloud models. we try to create the hybrid model in order 

to overcome the limitations that we had in each model. in hybrid 

models the service infrastructure that runs in private clouds 

while other remains part of public clouds .it offers more 

flexib ility then both the models where it is inherited. The main 

reason why they are better then public and private cloud is 

because they provide higher control and security over 

application data compared to public clouds[7].  

 

4).virtual private clouds: there is an alternate way to address 

the problem of both public and private clouds that we see. In 

other words we can address the problems of both public and 

private clouds by using virtual private cloud(VPC). Actually the 

VPC is the platform that is running on the top of the public 

clouds. basically  VPC leverages virtual private networks (VPN) 

technology that allows the service providers to design their own 

topology  and security settings such as farewell rules[3].   

 

III. CLOUD COMPUTING CHARACTERIS TICS 

 

Cloud computing provides several features that makes it  

different from the traditional services these are: 

 

1). Share resources poofing: we can dynamically assign to 

multip le resource consumers as  as the infrastructure provider 

provide pool of computing resources. Such dynamic resources 

will surely provide much more flexib ility to infrastructure 

providers so they can manage their own resources usage and 

operating cost. For example   provider can have VM migration 

technology to attain high degree of server consolidation  with 

this the provider maximize its resource utilization while it 

minimize the cost such as power consumption and cooling[3].  

 

2). Multi-tenancy: incase a cloud is owned by more than one 

provider, providers are co-located in a single data center, Based 

on this the performance and issues related to management of 

these services are shared among infrastructure providers and 

service providers. Since there is layered architecture associated 

of cloud computing therefore introduce there is natural division 

of responsibilit ies to each co-owner. The owner of each layer 

only needs to focus on the issues of his own layer. However 

multi-tenancy also introduces difficu lties  in understanding and 

managing the interactions among various stockholders[7].  

 

3). Geo-distribution and ubiquitous network access: we can 

access to clouds by using internet. so it is mandatory to have 

internet connection in order to access cloud. Therefore any 

device of internet connectivity , be it a mobile phone, a PDA or 

laptop, is able to access to cloud services. To achieve the  higher 

network performance  and localization ,there are lot of clouds 

present nowadays that consists of data centers those are located 

at different locations across globe[4].  

 

4).service oriented: since we already mentioned that cloud 

computing uses the service driven operating models. Therefore it 

put strong emphasis on service managements in a cloud 

using.since each IaaS and PAAS and SAAS  p rovider offers its 

service according to SLA(service level agreement)  negotiated 

with its custumers that is why SLA assurance is essential 

objective for every  p rovider[5].  

 

5). Dynamic resource planning: one of the important feature of 

cloud computing is that its computing resources can be obtained 

through fly. While comparing it to the traditional models those 

provide on high demand. Basically dynamic resources provides 

resources based on the current demand that we have, that will 

help us and will lower operating cost[7]. 

 

Algorithm 

 Basically the data center is the home of computation power and 

the storage, and is central to the cloud computing and it main ly 

contains even hundreds to thousands of devices hat are 

interconnected to it the devices may be servers, switches, and 

routers. However proper planning of this network is often ideal 

for this network architecture which we considered as the critical 

one because it will heavily influence on the performance and the 

throughput in distributed computing environment.fu rther we also 

watches out the other features that include the  scalibity and 

resilency features,those are to be considard. Basically the layered 

approach is the basic foundation of the network architecture 

design, which are tested in some of thelargest deployed data 

centers.the basic layers of data center iscore,aggregration, and 

acess layers.the acess layer is one where the servers are 

physically connect to thenetwork.usally there are 20-40 servers 

per rack each is connected to 10GPBS link 

 

The aggragration layers usally provides ther essential services 

such as domain services and location services, server load 

balancing and much more.meanwhile the basic function of core 

layer is to provide the  connectivity to the mult iple aggregration 

switches and provides the resilent routed fabrics while having no 

point of infrastructure. 

 

1)Uniform high capacity: as the maximum rate of the server to 

server traffic should be  

limited by the available capacity on the network-interface cards  

of sending and receiving the servers [3]. 

 

2)Free VM migration:since by using virtualization we are able  

transmit  VM across the network in order to migrate it from one 

machine to another machine(physical) .a cloud computing 

service may transfer the VM for statistical multip lexing or 

dynamic changing of communication patterns inorder to achieve 

the highest brandwidth for coupled hosts or achieving variable 

heat distribution and availibity of power fo r data centers.ther 

should be designed communicat ion topology so as to support 

rapid virtualizat ion[1,2]. 

 

3)Resilance: there will be lot of failures  inorder to overcome 

those failures  the network infrastructure that we are designing 

must be fault-tolerant against the various types of server failures 

that are possibly to occur in future,link outages, or failure of 

server racks.or presence of unicast or multicast communications 

[1,2]. 

 

4)Scalibity: we should have network structure that are able to 

scale large number of servers and also allows for the incremental 

expensions[2]. 
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Figure.1. Basic desing of data center desing Infrastructure  

 

5)Back ward compactibility:the network infrastructure that we 

use should be backword compactib le with routers and ther 

switches that are running Ethernet and IP. because the existing 

data alredy have theethernet and IP based devices.they should be 

also used in new architecture that we design without any major 

modification.ther is yet another idea of for rapid innovation of 

the industry in designing and and deployment of shipping based , 

modular dat center(MDC)[5]. 

 

6)Distributed file system over clouds: there are many file 

systems such as Google file system also called GFS,the GFS is a 

proprietary distributed file system that was developed by google 

as name mentioned.the GFS was specifically designed to provide 

the more efficient, reliable access to the datathat wereusing large 

clusters ofcommidity servers.the file is divided into 64 

megabytes, andare usally appened to only read and hardly the 

write option or overwritten or shrink.incontrast to the traditional 

systems this was far better as as GFS was designed  and 

optimized to run generally on data centers inorderto provide the 

extremely high data outputs.ther are also little or no chances of 

the failure of the system. With GFS inspiration,yet another  

concept come into play that helps us lot to overcome the 

problem that we generally face in clouds.that was open source 

Hadoop distributed system(HDFS). It stores the very large files 

across mult iple machines simultenously.it achieves the higher 

reliabilitu because it replicatesdata across multip le dervers  

[2,6,4]. 

 

Distrubited application framework over clouds :http based 

web applications usally conforms the web framework such as 

java EE. in modern era data center environment is used. Cluster 

of servers are also used for the computation and data intensive 

jobs such as financial trens analysis ,or film or animation.  

 

1)Dominant cloud computing products:there are lot of cloud 

computing products available for ther users . however only a few 

of them are very dominant in cloud computing era these are: 

 

2)Amazon web services: amazon web service(AWS) is the set 

ofcloud services, it provides the cloud based computations, 

storange nd the other functionalities to enable organistions and 

individual to provide the application according to the demand we 

had and also the suitable pices for the demand. Since we know 

that web services provides access over HTTP  using REST and 

SOUP proctocals. We also had amazon elastic compute 

clouds(amazon EC2) which provides the the users to manage the 

instances of server in data centers by using the API’s.when we 

do all changes and when each change is finished we do all kind 

of changes that are relivent hence we are ble to provide best way 

to solve the virtual machines that are running on the top of Xen 

virtualizat ion machine.after creating and starting an instance we 

can upload AND MAKES THE SUITABLE CHANGES IN IT. 

When we finish all the changes we can bundle them into the 

single machine image. We can also have the identical cpy of the 

machine that can  be launched at any instance[2]. 

 

3)Microsoft windows azure platform: Microsoft windows 

azure p latform consists of  the three components that are 

providing the specific set of services to the cloud users.windows 

based environment is provided by the windows azure,we can run 

application as well as store the data in it.the data isstored at the 

service data  centers, SQL. bascially azure provides thedata 
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services in the cloud based on SQL server and. NET 

services,that generally offers the distributed environment, 

distributed structure services and cloud based and the local 

applications. The windows supports in building the applications 

in the.NET framework, besides thisthere are many other ordinary 

languages that are supported azure these are c#,visual basics,c++ 

and others.it basically support the general purpose programming 

rather then single class of computing.the various web 

technologies that can be used to build an applications are 

ASP.NET and WCF.moreever azure also allows us to store the 

in tables,blogs and queues  all are accessed in HTTP and HTTPS  

[3]. 

 

IV. RES EARCH CHELLANGES  

 

Although the cloud computing is very famous and are widely 

adopted by most of the companies and industries,the research on 

the cloud computing is still in the initial stage.there arelot of 

issues that were addressed fully while the new chellanges keeps 

on growing from the industry, so we will b riefly summarize the 

chellanging issues that we face in cloud computing right now. 

 

1)Automated service provioning:  one of the basic feature of 

the cloud computing is that it can accqure or realease the 

resources according to the demand.te main objectives of the 

service provider in this case is to allocate or de-allocate  the 

resources to the user according to his need by using the service 

level objectives(SLO) while minimizing the overall operational 

cost. Howeverit is not nown how the service provider will 

achieve these objectives as it is not easy to determine the 

mapping between SLO’s such as QOSrequirements to low level 

resource requirements such as CPU and storage[4].  

 

2)Virtual machine migration:  we know that virtualization 

provides the lot of  benefitsin cloud computing however by 

enabling itwe basically balance the load across the data center.in 

addition virtual machine migration to balance the load across the 

data centers. Moreover the virtualization providesrobust and 

highly provisioning in data centers. It has evolved from the 

process migration techniques  in recent times Xen, have 

implemented live migrationof VM’sthatinvolves extremely short 

down ranging[5]. 

 

3)Server consolidation: this is one of the efficient method and 

best approach for maximizing the use of the resources while 

minimizing the consumption of energy in cloud computing 

environment. VM migration technology  is often used to 

consolidate VM’sresiding  on multip le unerutilised servers on a 

single user.the other servers that are remaning willset a energy 

saving state. there is the problrm of optimality of consolidrting 

of servers[2,6]. 

 

4)Energy management: to save qnd improving th energy 

efficieny is yet big chellange in thecloud computing.it is 

estimated that the cost of powering of  nd cooling takes 53% of 

total expenture of data centers. in the year 2006 the  data centers 

in the united states in America used  more then 1.5% of the total 

engery generatedin that year,and upcoming yers the percentage 

is expected to increase upto 18% annually. therefore the 

infrastructure are on the immense pressure to reduce the annual 

consumption.the main goal in not justcut down the enerycost but 

also also meet government regulations and environment 

standards[1,3]. 

 

5)Traffic management and analysis: the analysis of the traffic 

is important in nowadays dat centers. For example there are 

many web based application that totally rely on theanalysis of 

the traffic data implemented live migrationof VM’sthatinvolves 

extremely short down ranging[6].To optimise the custumers 

experiences.network operators also need to know howtraffic 

flows through the network inorder to make many of the 

management and planning decesions[6].  
 
V. CONCLUS ION 

 

Cloud computing has recently emerged as a compelling 

paradigm for managing and delivering services over the Internet. 

The rise of cloud computing is rapid ly changing the landscape of 

informat ion technology, and ultimately turning the long-held 

promise of utility computing into a reality. However, despite the 

significant benefits offered by cloud computing, the current 

technologies are not matured enough to realize its full potential. 

Many key challenges in this domain, including automatic 

resource provisioning, power management and security 

management, are only starting to receive attention from the 

research community. There- fore, we believe there is still 

tremendous opportunity for re- searchers to make big 

contribution in this field, and bring significant impact to their 

development in the industry. I have surveyed the state-of-the-art 

of cloud computing, covering its essential concepts, architectural 

designs, prominent characteristics, key technologies as well as 

research directions. As the development of cloud computing 

technology is still at an early stage, we hope this work will 

provide a better understanding of the design challenges of cloud 

computing, and pave the way for further research in this area  
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